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2021-02-04- Fedora Tech Meeting
Time/Place
This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and slack chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 11:00am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
Audio/Video Conference Link: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/396037251

Meeting ID: 396 037 251
Find your local number: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/u/ad6Xb7q3ia
Join   on the "tech" channelfedora-project.slack.com
Self-register at: http://slack.fcrepo.org/

Attendees 
Danny Bernstein
David Wilcox 
Jared Whiklo  
Peter Winckles 
Daniel Lamb 
Calvin Xu
Ben Pennell 
Thomas Bernhart 

Agenda
Announcements
Sprint Planning

Review Objective(s) of this sprint
Review of the Board

Performance Testing
 Test Results - Many children
Performance Testing Criteria (Document)

Flyway DB
PRs needing attention

https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/pull/1853
https://github.com/fcrepo-exts/migration-utils/pull/141

Your topic here
 guidance on setting up solr with fedora6 for prototyping blacklight sit on top of solr driven fedora 6

Tickets
In Review

type key summary assignee reporter priority status resolution created updated due

Please squash a bug!

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Tickets resolved this week:

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/396037251
https://lyrasis.zoom.us/u/ad6Xb7q3ia
http://fedora-project.slack.com/
http://slack.fcrepo.org/
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dbernstein
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dwilcox
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~whikloj
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~pwinckles
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dlamb
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~calvin.xu1
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ben.pennell
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~t.bernhart
https://jira.lyrasis.org/secure/RapidBoard.jspa?rapidView=27&useStoredSettings=true
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/FF/Test+Results+-+Many+children
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ihoAHlnl1X8yCLF9cXT-ZmZFkCX37nYzgqIc-U3J2YQ/edit
https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/pull/1853
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key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Tickets created this week:

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Notes
No announcements
Sprint planning

Main objective is getting to Beta, would be ideal if we can cut the Beta release during the sprint.
Some important tickets are FCREPO-3605 (Add version property to the resource headers) and FCREPO-3608 (Initiate creation of 
memento with 'mementoCreatedDate')
FCREPO-3623 - Upgrading to ocfl-java now that the specification has been merged needs to happen.
FCREPO-3613 -  Issues around GETting and PUTting to an existing resource.
FCREPO-3583 - Allow users to configure default OCLF digest algorithm.
OCFL bloat due to running the migration-utils over an existing repository output. Calvin and Peter to examine a single OCFL object from 
the migrated repository to see what they can figure out.

Performance testing
There is some caching of the resource headers. But we are not caching rdf types which would have additional benefits. It is hard to 
compare what others (Killian in this case) are doing to try and match their setup.

Calvin will help test the updated documentation on indexing Fedora 6 to a Solr instance (FCREPO-3573)
Flyway stuff is almost complete.
PRs - Inline XML PR, Danny wants to confirm with Scott Prater that this solution is acceptable to him.
Moving Camel toolkit to a non-OSGI environment. Thomas Bernhart and Ben Pennell both have experience and/or interest

Actions

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.
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